We present a method for obtaining first-principles Table. The nonempirical nature of these potentials permits both an analysis of their dominant features in terms of the underlying interelectronic potentials and the systematic improvement of their predictions through inclusion of appropriate correlation terms. As these potentials accurately reproduce both energy eigenvalues arid wave functions and can be readily fit to analytic forms with known asymptotic behavior, they can be used directly for studies of many structural and electronic properties of solids (presented in a separate paper).
Since a large number of quantum-mechanical approaches to the many-electron problem involve mathematical operations whose complexity increases as a high power of the total number of electrons in the unit system, an explicit reckoning of the core electrons has become redundant.
Despite these difficulties, the vast majority of ab initio studies of molecular and solid-state electronic structure has been based in the past on a frontal attack on the all-electron (core+ valence) problem, most notably within the Hartree-Fock and local-density-functional (LDF) formalisms. Although the introduction of various simplifying approximations to the all-electron potential (e.g. , muffin-tin approximations, limited self-consistency, superposition approximations, etc. ) has enabled the study of rather complex molecular and solid-state systems, even with the aid of modern computing technology, more rigorous approaches are still limited to the study of small to medium size systems. Aside from the practical difficulties with the all-electron approach, more fundamental complications arise from the necessity to establish orthogonality to the exact lower states of the Hamiltonian in order to assure the variationality of the expectation values, " and the lack of transferability of the elementary const. ructs of the electronic structure (e.g. , core characteristics) from one system to the other, a universality that underlines much of the intuition of chemical bonding.
The most obvious approach has been to explicitly ignore the core electrons. Since unrestricted variational solutions to the problem would inevitably result in an attempt of the valence states to reproduce the lowest-energy corelike states" ("variational collapse" to the core), an explicit parametrization of the valence Hamiltonian (or its matrix elements) has been required. This approach formed the basis for a large number of semiempirical electronic-structure methods, both in chemistry [Hiickel, " Parise r-Parr-Pople (PPP), "
CNDO"j and in solid-state physics (classical tight binding, " Hubbard, " Kondo, " etc. ) . The pseudopotential approach" " has allowed one to formally 18 1978 The American Physical Society (-~a&'+ V.+ Vps)X; = X;X;, II. DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIRST-PRINCIPLES PSEUDOPOTENTIALS V, ", (r) = -Z"/r+ V,(r) .
'The total energy of the system is S;[m]=T (n)+f m (w) ", x))dr[ (6) where To(n ) is the noninteracting kinetic energy of electron density n, and E", (n, (r) 
+ V",(p, (r))]g'",(r) = e'",g'", (r), (11) and that the pseudo-orbitals X'", (r) will be related to the all-electron solutions P, (r) by a simple unit-
where (C'"«,}are arbitrary coefficients, to be fixed later'. We denote the all-electron and pseudocharge-densities by p(r) and n(x), respectively, &nl r e Z"/r+ V"(n,(r)-)+ V",(n, (r)) .
Here we have used the fact that V",(n, (r (11) The last two terms in square brackets in Eq. (19) &V"and &V", represent, respectively, the Coulomb and exchange-correlation orthogonality hole potentials. They stem directly from the existence of a depletion charge density &(r) = p"(r) -n(r) due to the removal of the orthogonality nodes in the pseudopotential representation. Under the maximum similarity constraint, &(r) is positive in the inner core and becomes negative further out. This leads to a partia, l cancellation between the electron repulsion &V"(r) and the exchange-correlation attraction &V",(r) over the core region. The large x behavior of the atomic core potentials is hence determined by Z"/r (o-r in Fourier space, by -4 ev'Z" q/'), slightly modified by the sudra &V"+&V", of the orthogonality hole potentials. 'These deviate from zero outside the core only to the extent that the pseudo-chargedensity n(r) does not exactly mimic the true valence density p"(r). These deviations are in turn explicitly minimized by the maximum similarity constraint"'" imposed here. Note that while the all-electron local-density potential V",(r) (Eq. 11) has an unphysical exponential decay at large r (due to the noncancellation of the Coulomb and exchange self-interactions"), the corresponding core potentials lack this feature.
It is clear from our di. scussion of the atomic core potentials W, (r) that they are divided into two principle classes: for l not present in the core, they are governed by the Z/r form-at small r and are negative throughout all space, approaching zero as Z"/r [e.g. , Fig. 3(c) Fig. 14(a) , where the core charge density was simply added to the valence pseudocharge-density in calculating F(Q). The errors are seen to be located almost equally at low and Zn, Mo, and Hh, calculated from the pseudo-valencecharge-density plus the all-electron core density, E(Q = 0) is normalized to the atomic number. (b) The difference between the exact all-electron atomic scattering factor and that calculated from pseudo-wave-functions as a function of momentum. Note that in the present formalism this difference vanishes identically when the pseudo-wave-functions are core orthogonalized.
V. ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE POTENTIALS
The pseudopotential partitioning of the effective field seen by a valence electron into a static core potentials, W, (r)P, and a dynamic valence response potential V"(n(r))+ V",(n(r)) are useful to the extent that the former is genuinely transferable from the prototype electronic configuration to arbitrary systems. One would expect this transferability to hold to the extent that the core characteristics as well as the core-valence interactions of given angular momentum symmetries are similar in both systems. In these ca,ses the valence fi'eld V"(n(r))+ V",(n(r)) readjusts dynamically (via a self-consistent treatment) to screen the to-tal core potential W", (r) (24) 'This form has been suggested by Lindgren" and applied in the all-electron context to the Cu' ion. (24), characterized by the eigenstates P", (r). The resulting core potential is S, (r) = W, (x)+ V"'""(r) -g C",~", V, &""(r)(~,(r) QC",, ",P",, ( X"(r) = C"g"(r)+C"g"(r)+C g"(r) y, (r) = C»g»(r)+ C,sg»(r)+ C4~$4~(r) . 
